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In democratic countries it is generally agreed that judges must be
independent. They must be free from political influence or interference.

T

he problem, however, is to how to bal

system. Unfortunately, like their professions

ance this need for independence with

and officials elsewhere, judges may tend to

in Sweden has always been regarded with

the need for their accountability to the pub

close ranks to "protect their own" when cliti

favour, even by the judges themselves. They

The Ombudsman's supervision of the courts

lic in a democracy. Accountability must be

cised. Litigants, knowing that it is useless to

do not feel that their independence

enforced without tampering with their inde

complain, make few complaints. Since

thereby threatened.

pendence. The question may be asked. Why

judges are ordinarily chosen from the ranks

a need for accountability? There are a

of lawyers and since lawyers want to be

Professor Waiter Gellbom, who interviewed

number of reasons:

treated well in the future by the presiding

a number of Swedish judges during his tour
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Judges are appointed, not elected, so the

judges, they rarely have the inclination to

of Sweden and eight other countries in

public have no direct control over them.

complain about judges.

preparation for his book Ombudsman and

Section 182(3) of the Constitution Act 108

Others (1966) reports as follows:

A view is emerging amongst our better
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educated citizens that judges need to be

of 1996 specifically excludes court decisions

more accountable for their actions and

from the jurisdiction of the Public Protector.

statements.
3 There is growth in the size and com
plexity of the judiciary in the modern
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"Many judges of all ranks and of different de
grees of experience, when interviewed in 1964,
conftrmed that the judiciary does not feel imper

In Sweden and Finland the solution to meet the
need for greater accountability and responsive

illed. One judge of long service, possibly more
philosophical than his brethren, commented:

state. Citizens are better educated and

ness was to introduce the Judicial Ombudsman

'We have grown up in this system. None of us

more conscious of their rights and the

to supervise the courts and judges. It is inter

have ever known any other. We are used to the

need to assert these even in the courts.

esting to note that the original Swedish office,

idea of the Ombudsman. If we had been encoun

Judges have continuous tenure during "good

created by the Constitution of 1890 to "super

tering it for the first time perhaps it would have

behaviour". This term usually means no

vise the observance of laws" was called the

made us uncomfOltable. But as things stand, I

more than their capacity to perform their

lustitieombudsman - the Ombudsman for Jus

doubt that any Swedish judge feel s any loss of

duties. In some cases this may lead to what

tice. His main function was monitoring the ad

independence when the Ombudsman looks at

is referred to as "arrogance of office", es

ministration of justice, including the work of

what he has been doing' ... most judges ... seem

pecially since judges wield tremendous dis

judges, prosecutors, the police and prisons.

genuinely enthusiastic about the Ombuds

cretionary power of contempt of court in

Though Sweden now has four Ombudsmen, this

man ...". No judge who was interviewed in 1964

their own court rooms.

is still a main function of the Swedish office and

suggested that the present system of supervi

5 There are no provisions for disciplining

one of the four specialises in this area. It is note

sion should be abandoned (pp 237-239).

judges. Hence there is no way to remedy

worthy that the Ombudsman for the court su

cases of minor misbehaviour such as mal

pervises not only the lower courts, but also the

C A Sheppard, one of the leading advocates

treatment of witnesses or litigants in court.

Supreme COlllt and the Supreme Administra

of an Ombudsman system for Canada, con

This happened quite frequently, particularly

tive Court, and has the power to initiate pro

cluded that a similar supervision was needed

dllling the apartheid era. There is no guar

ceedings before the Supreme Court for a

in English common-law countries. He states

antee that this cannot happen under the

climinal act by a judge though he has never

as follows:

present dispensation. It also happens in other

done so. And though the Swedish Ombudsmen

"One might well ask how an Ombudsman could

countries and the reports of the Swedish and

have the power to prosecute or initiate discipli

endanger the independence of the courts by call

Finnish Ombudsmen show that there are

nary proceedings against an official or a judge,

ing the attention of judges to illegalities in their

many such cases. In fact, most of their court

nowadays they rarely do so and issue what is

behaviour or arbitrary conduct in the courtroom .. .

work is investigating cases of this kind.

termed an "admonition"- a criticism of the act

Admittedly the Ombudsman should not be al
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It is a fact that a good deal of maladmi

in question. An example given by Professor

lowed to question the decisions of the Courts. But

nistration is unintentional and simply caused

Larry Hill, a leading authority on Ombuds

he should be pennitted to entertain complaints
about the mal administration ofthe courts, the neg

by bureaucratic bungling and delay in large

manship, was the case of a judge whom the

organisations. Judges are only human and

Ombudsman prosecuted and who was fined for

ligence of cowt officials, unnecessary delays, the

make mistakes, while courts are becoming

neglecting to write up his cases as required.

personal conduct ofcourt officers, prosecutors and

large organisations subject to the usual bu

The judge told Professor Hill that he deserved

even judges. This would in no way breach the

reaucratic problems. Since COllltS are in a

the fine for his neglect and regarded the inter

dignity or intellectual independence of some

hierarchy like any other organisation, theo

vention of the Ombudsman as salutory (Judi

Crown Counsel and even the ill-humoured im

retically mistakes and misbehaviour are to

cial Ombudsman - International Outlooks

pertinence of some magistrates towards parties.

be supervised by the higher levels within the

(1996)).
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our democracy, but it should not serve to hide
abuse." (Sheppard 1964,301; 337.)

Experience from Finland and Sweden shows
that there are many desirable features of this
system of supervision of the courts. Some of
those are:
The Ombudsman cannot interfere with the
content ofjudicial decisions, he only reviews

procedural matters.
2 He cannot interfere with the independence
of the judiciary in making decisions as he
has no power to oveltum or alter court de
cisions. This point is often forgotten by op
ponents of supervision.
3 The supervision is by an independent out
sider. Ombudsmen are themselves nearly
always judges and the judiciary cannot there-

fore accuse them of not being experts on
proper judicial procedures. Further, viewed
from the point of view of the litigantorciti
zen the question of covering up or closing
ranks never arises.
Only time will tell whether South Africanju
rists will also find the idea of Judicial
Ombudsmanship acceptable.
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" Juristocracy"

EXAMINATION RESULTS
%

90-100
80-98
70-79
60-69
50-59
40-49
30-39
20-29
10-19
0-9

Legal Writing

12
13
32
20
11
1

Motion Court

Ethics

1
26
41

4
42
41

9
12
15
4

11
3
5
2

Criminal Procedure

Civil Trials

2
5
17
34
23

6
36
27

13
11
1

14
19
5

"America used to be a democracy, a gov
ernrnent of, by and for the people. Now it
has all the earmarks of a juristocracy, a
govemment of, by and for the people who
have attended law school. Judges have as
sumed unprecedented authority, usurping the
power once delegated to elected lawmak
ers, based on no solid grounding in the text
of either a statute or the Constitution itself."
Max Boot Out oforder: arrogance, cor
ruption and incompetence on the
Bench (New York: Basic Books) 1998.
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